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OA.R. to perform spring concert
By AmylcL Brown, Erik People
BG NEWS

The University Activities
Organization
officially
announced today that the rootsrock band Of A Revolution will
perform at the University April
21.
And in a little more than a
month, two comedians from
"Saturday Night Live" will perform on campus.
UAO's spring calendar, however, is not yet full. The organization hinted at several other programs to come.

"V* have other things in the
works," said Kim lacobs, assistant
dean of students. "But we haven't
announced anything yet"
One of those announced
events could relate to a controversy that sparked over last
spring's concert program. UAO.
brought both Moby and Bush to
perform, but several student
organizations raised concerns
about the diversity of the performers' music.
Matt LaRiccia, concert director,
said UAO. is addressing that
issue.

ONLINE
For more information on OAR.:
http://www.bgnews.com/archive
"We are working on another
concert as well, but there is no
word on when that will be,"
LaRiccia said.
The OAR. concert will be held
Saturday during the University's
Sibs 'N Kids weekend. Anderson
Arena, where the concert will be
held, will hold about 4,000 people. UAO. hopes the popular college band will sell out Anderson.

Taking their cues from music
as diverse as reggae, hip-hop and
rock, OAR-'s latest release Risen
hit shelves two weeks ago.
Tickets for their Bowling Green
concert won't go on sale until
March; they will be $10 each.
"We compared prices to other
OAR. concerts, and we wanted
to make them cheaper," LaRiccia
said.
The University of Toledo
charged $17 per ticket for last
Friday's OAR. performance.
No band will open for OAR.
Before the spring concert hits

the campus, two well-known
"Saturday Night Live" comedians
will be performing Saturday,
March 31.
Jim Breuer is best known for his
work from his 1995-1998 character Goat-Boy on SNL He also
achieved cult film stardom with
his role in the marijuana comedy
"Half-Baked," co-starring Dave
Chappelle. Breuer also had a
notable role as John Dean in the
political satire "Dick' with Kirsten
Dunst.
Appearing with Breuer is current SNL cast member Tracy

Morgan. Morgan has been on
SNL since 19%. Morgan first
made a name for himself by touring extensively on the stand-up
comedy circuit. His work led to
roles on the TV series "Martin"
and appearances on "Def
Comedy Jam." This year, Morgan
can be seen in Kevin Smith's final
installment in the Jersey saga, "Jay
and Silent Bob Strike Back"
This event will also be held in
Anderson Arena. Tickets will be
$14 for floor and $12 for bleachers. They will be on sale soon.

Trustees
need
student
on board

MEN'S BASKETBAI.I. I WIN OVER PRESEASON KAV0RITE

By Craig Gifford
CHIEF REPORTER

FALCONS 82 THUNDERING miRDS 69
RyPttiSttla
iPODIS EDITOR

The Bowling Green men's basketball team
gave coach Dan Dakich the best Valentine's
Day gift they could give him.
And it didn't cost them a dime.
It wasn't a giant teddy bear, or a box of
chocolates with "We love you coach Danny"
on it or nine dozen roses, one from each member of the team.
It was an 82-69 win over Marshall last night
in front of 3,069 at Anderson Arena, which
gives BG an 11 -10 overall record and a 7-5 MidAmerican Conference mark.
Despite the Thundering Herd's quick start
and sharp as a knife accuracy, the Brown and
Orange were able to win the game and extend
their winning streak to five games.
The fact that the
didn't buckle
"I thought the Falcons
under Marshall's early
key to the
run was crucial in the
to Dakich.
game was us win,"I according
thought the key to
withstanding the game was us withthe first part standing the first part of
it" he said. "They came
of it. They
out smoking..but we
didn't get upset"
came out
BG pounded the ball
smoking...
inside and drove hard to
but we didn't the whole, producing 27
free throw attempts,
get upset."
making 22. Marshall
only made 13 trips to the
DAN DAKICH, COACH
charity stripe, netting six
According to Marshall
coach Greg White, that was the key to the
game.
"Wc hit 52 percent from the field and lost,"
he said. "The key was their 27 trips to the free
throw line."
Marshall jumped out to a 17-8 lead at the
15:38 mark, behind Tamar Slay hitting for six of
his 19 total points. A three point play from
Brent Klassen ended a 7-0 BG run, which cut
the Marshall lead to 17-15 with 13:26 to play in
the hall.
The Herd pushed the lead back out to four,
but with 626 remaining in the first half, BG's
Kevin Netter was fouled while successfully hitting a lay-up. Netter missed the free throw
attempt to complete a three point play, but,
while going for the rebound, a Marshall player
Jff! HirWeruch BG Nws
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ABOVE THE RIM: Lcn Matela lays In two of his 25 points during the Falcon's win over Marshall.

Exposure to college environment beneficial to youth
By Amanda Ambrua
W0S10 <ND NATION WRITER

This will be the pilot year for
the Migrant Farmworker Youth
Project, a volunteer activity
coordinated by Sarah Stafford of
Rural Opportunities, Inc.
Volunteers will serve as mentors and tutors to area migrant
fannworking youth during two
one-week sessions. The first session will be held over spring
break and another one week ses-

■J

sion will follow in June.
"We are asking the students to
volunteer mainly for two weeks,
each four nights and five days, at
the Migrant Rest Center in
Liberty Center, Ohio," said
Stafford. "In addition, students
can help the center get ready for
the migrant families to come
back to the area"
Students will go through mentorship and leadership training,
as well as instruction on the
Latino culture and the migrant

lifestyle, which would translate
into independent study credit
with Margaret Weinberger of the
Chapman
Learning
Community.
Volunteers will bring the
migrant fannworking youth,
ages 12-16, back to the
University during the two weeks
of activities, acting as leaders in
career exploration and going to
see guest speakers. Field trips to
the Toledo Zoo, the art museum
and other local attractions are

planned.
"I think the fannworking
youth will be really excited about
it," Stafford said. "We want to
raise their math and reading
skills, and keep them out of the
fields. We give them a stipend
for the time they participate in
the program."
According to Stafford, exposure to the University environment will be very important to
the future of the farmworking
youth.

"We'd like to have a one-toone ratio of University students
to farmworker youth," she
added. "That way they can start
seeing themselves in their
places. Fifty-five percent of
farmworker youth drop out of
high school before they graduate. If we can encourage them to
stay in school that 'd be great"
There are over 1,000 migrant
farmworker youth in the area,
most of who come from Texas
and Florida.

A search for the new student
representative on the Board of
Trustees is under way.
The board is made up of 11
members plus one student who
helps make decisions about the
University that will be beneficial
to all of its members.
"They are there to help address
what is best for the University,"
said Deborah Magrum, secretary
of the Board of Trustees. "They are
there to make sure the University
is governed properly and is operating in a proper manner."
Kate Newnam has served as the
student representative for the past
two years, the maximum term for
the position.
A search committee has been
designated to assist in choosing
the new student The committee
is made up of various student
organization leaders. After interested students go through an
application process, the committee will then select 15 candidates
to be sent to President Sidney
Ribeau. From there, five names
will be sent to Governor Taft who
will choose the student representative.
The final decision on who the
student will be will come on
March 30. That student will then
begin the term on May 1 and
serve until 2003.
The student board member will
sit with the board in meetings, but
does not have voting privileges,
Magrum said. "But the board does
seek their input," she added.
According to Rebecca Nieto,
chair of the Student Board of
Trustees selection committee, the
representative should be someone with dedication to the
University. The student trustee
will put in about 10 hours a week,
she said, including attending
campus events and attending all
board meetings and retreats.
"Ws are looking for outgoing
individuals who have a strong
sense of the direction that the
University is going in as well as a
good understanding of student
issues," Nieto said.
The student representative also
must have a 25 grade point average, be solvent with the Bursar's
Office, be a registered voter in the
state of Ohio and be a full-time
student
Nieto said that it is important to
have a student on the Board of
Trustees.
"It is critical that we have an
undergraduate student as the
voice for the student body,
because the board members are
somewhat removed from the collegiate experience," she said. "Its
imperative that there be someone
to represent the current students
and their concerns."
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Martial arts about more than drama
Local training for
martial arts varied,
competitive
By Jordan Fouls
cur REPORICR

MOVE over TV wrestling. The
real nimble belongs to no-holdsbarred fighting (NHB), according
to sophomore lason Bender. He
recently began a training program for himself, which has
developed into the Mixed Martial
Arts Association.
In contrast ,o the entertainment focus of pro-wrestling,
Bender said that NHB is a more
legitimate sport, where drama is
the last thing on the fighters'
minds The rules are bare-bones,
and fights are to the knockout
"NHB is real combat for real
athletes. There is no greater
sport," Bender said. "When people watch, they realize that NHB
is a chess match with the human
body. You have to think three
moves ahead at all times."
Inspired by competitions like
the
Ultimate
Fighting
Championship, Bender aspires to
be a contender some day.
Although he lost the first NHB
fight in which he participated in
1992, he said he had fun. Bender
wanted to better prepare himself

through training, but said he was
dissatisfied with what the local
martial arts studios had to offer.
So he adopted a program which
combines elements like throws,
blocks and holds from different
fighting forms, such as GrecoRoman wrestling Judo and Thai
kickboxing
"It's well-rounded, and 1 think
it's more effective," Bender said of
his blended style. He uses it as a
personal workout, and is allowing
others to join in. His roster filled
up soon after beginning the program, he said.
"I'm doing it for no profit,"
Bender said. "1 want to help guys
work out, and teach selfdefense"
Bender's new association joins
the pre-existing martial arts
groups on campus, as well as the
studios that have recently
opened in town. Some of them
see a high level of local interest in
martial arts.
"There's a lot of enthusiasm,"
said Wendy Manning, faculty
advisor for the Korean Martial
Arts Club. "I think Hollywood
stars made it popular. There's
tremendous excitement." She
jokingly said that movies like
"Crouching Tiger,
Hidden
Dragon" may be responsible.
One of the new studios is Paul
Choi's Hap Kido Tai Chi. He said
that he opened the studio a

Sarah CastoBG News

HOLD THEM HIGH: Tom Gerken, a fourth degree black belt, teaches
beginners kick techniques.

month ago, because his expertise
is in martial arts. "Business is
going welL About half are college
students," he said.
Choi said that the reasons people are attracted to martial arts is
to learn self-defense, and for the
beauty of the art
Each of the other groups also
had reasons to give.
"It's a great way to get in shape,
and learn practical skills,"
Manning said. "You learn focus
and concentration, which applies
to other areas." She said students

learn about their own physical
abilities and limitations, and find
out what works for them.
"It's just fun. It makes you feel
powerful, and gives you a sense of
accomplishment," she added.
Phil Uebrecht, an orange-belt
at Bushido Kai America, said
there are tons of benefits from
learning martial arts. He cited
self-confidence and physical fitness, and said that martial arts
has a lot of room to grow in BG.
Sarali Casio BG New
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AAAEEEH: Jason Glowczewski, a first degree blackbelt, practices.

Speaker reaches out to females Mon.
By Ivy Ickes
WOMEN'S REPORTER

On Monday, Feb. 12, Lisa K.
Barnett performed "Hand to
Mouth," a show about living with
and recovery from bulimia, for
close to 500 people. The crowd
was comprised mostly of
females; however, a few guys
were in attendance.
"I am excited to be back in
BowlingGreen. Some of the emotions I express within the performance are heightened just by
being here," said Bamett, an
alumna of the University.
Barnett's performance carried
the audience through the events
of her life that contributed the

most to her bulimia. She opens
the show by telling us about a
paper her aunt wrote about her,
and how she would talk to herself
in the mirror.
The reflection of herself in the
mirror was her acting partner
and her friend. The concept of
the girl in the mirror is carried
throughout the performance.
"When I was young I used to
love who the girl in the mirror
was, but by the time I was in high
school I didn't like who and what
I had become," said Bamett.
Her performance tells how
after years of Seventeen
Magazine, movies and TV the
mirror containing her acting

partner had begun to shatter. She
wasn't able to look at her reflection and smile until after the first
time she threw up This is when
her problems with bulimia
began.
Once she had graduated from
high school and left for college,
Barnett continued with the
bulimia and excessive exercise
until her senior year when she
was finally ready to seek help.
This breaking point came after
she clogged the shower drain (she
could only flush the toilet so
many times before her roommates would get suspicious, so
she also threw up in the shower)
for the second day in a row. She

was in the shower, naked, standing in her own vomit and blood,
and just cried. She finally told her
roommates and parents she
needed help.
Bamett says it was thanks to a
loving and supportive network of
family and friends that she started to get better. But, it was not
until her husband showed her a
book. "When Women Stop
Hating Their Body," that she
knew she would be bulimic no
more. And she was finally reunited with her friend in the mirror.
Part of what made the show so
wonderful was Barnett's ability to
successfully connect with the
crowd in many ways.

"By the end of the show those
around me were in tears. Bamett
brought up many issues that my
friends and I struggle with daily. I
was very much able to relate to
her," said Jessica Bart, freshman.
Other students were able to
identify with Bamett on a more
personal level because they too
struggle with an eating disorder.
"As a bulimic for seven years
this was the most realistic and
true portrayal of the mindset and
lifestyle of a bulimic. Her courage
to get up in front of hundreds of
people to tell her story astounds
me and gives me hope to one day
share mine." said Carrie
Windelman", senior.

Windelman isn't the only one
who was encouraged by Barnett's
strength. Erica Jones', senior,
said. "What an extremely realistic
portrayal of a woman with bulim ia I am looking forward to the
day I can feel that way iibout
myself — after having an eating
disorder for five years."
Bamett sent a message out to
those suffering with an eating disorder. She said, "You are NOT
alone. It's not just about stopping
being bulimic, but also about loving yourself and your body."
"Names were changed at student's request.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
521 E. MERRY - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $675.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
S17 E. REED . At Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $425.00
451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00

Bring your teaching degree to

California
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate,
sports, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with
open arms and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here,
call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach or visit our website atwww.calteach.com.
• Competitive Stirling salaries and benefits
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

\1

505 CLOUCH - C.mpu. Manor
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $360.00
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year.- One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
82S THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Lodge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH - Two Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
T>A n fjQUJjBJ . Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
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MIME
Pronounciatlon: m!m
Function: Noun
Etymology: Ancient Greece
Date: Circa BC sometime
1. A form of ancient Greek
theatrical entertainment hi
which familiar characters
and situations were farcically portrayed on stage often
with coarse dialogue.
2. A career in Paris.
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PROBLEMS?
We realize that since the answers
are closer to the puzzle that the
temptation to cheat is even
greater But do you realize that if
you cheat we will come after your
family with pitch-forks and
torches and force them to right
the wrongs that you have committed. Think about it.
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Snow Showers

Haze

High; 34"
Low: 30"
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Low: 27"

How Have You Been
Touched By Alumni Giving?

Mostly
Cloudy

High:32"
Low 2V

■ ■■■IT DIES HEARS infill]

■ ■JI.HMl^.ittJirpFftCH
STRIPS

By supporting the colleges,
departments, and programs, alumni
make sure opportunities such as
conference attendance, special
programs, and guest speakers exist.
Establishing the Beyond BG Senior Scholarship was the
legacy left by the classes of '98 & "oo when they gave
over $55,500 in their senior years.
Springboard, the Cooperative Education Program, the
President's Leadership Academy, the BGSU Latino
Network and many other student programs have all
benefited from the generosity of BGSU alumni.
Alumni gifts helped to build the new Fine Arts Center
on campus and enhance the Theater and Dance
departments at BGSU and they also support the Sound
Recording Archives and The Star Trek,Mcollection at the
Jerome Library.
Our Alumni give more than $700,000 each year for
student scholarships.

^>800«SUNCHASE

Fall 2001 Leasing
Units Going Fast!
r$ioo

Support for all of the colleges, departments, programs,
and organizations came from the Class of 2000.
More than $6 million dollars of support has been pledged
to help fund the expansion and renovation of the Student
Union.
Since 1996 more than $30 million dollars of private support
has been put to use making BGSU the place it Is today!

The generosity of students,
alumni and friends of the
University has touched every
student at BGSU in some way!

$100

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

/

>

[ HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E. WashiagtoD Street. Bowling Green

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mar Apartments
8034156* St
2 b«*oom-$475/mo.-12 mo. toara
Some remodeled
$550/mol2mo lease
Laundry toadies orvslte
+A»/heat

$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1730 - 2/19.
$100

HURRY! Expires 2/19/01

Come in today
before it is Too Latel

Tr» Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry tocntles
In Wdg,. a/a quiet.
From 5395/month

$1QQ

tltfcjK.

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-slte laundry, cerarrtc tie.
soundproof construction, skylghts
dshwashea voutted oemngs
From $510/month - 12 month

14354 West Poe
3+ bedrooms, rural setting
W/D,dty services
$1000/mon1h -12 month

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm

224 K. Wodster

Saturday 9am - 1pm

011 \:\W2

Bowling Green

www.wcnet.org/~gbrenlal

Call 354-6036 From 9-5
L

Tako a virtual tout ot.
www.wcnel.org/-hlghlarid
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Martial arts about more than drama
Local training for
martial arts varied,
competitive
By Jordan Fonts
Clll REPORTER

Move over TV wrestling. The
real rumble belongs to no-holdsbarred fighting (NHB), according
to sophomore lason Bender. He
recendy began a training program for himself, which has
developed into the Mixed Martial
Arts Association.
In contrast ,o the entertainment focus of pro-wrestling,
Bender said that NHB is a more
legitimate sport, where drama is
the last thing on the fighters'
minds. The rules are bare-bones,
and fights are to the knockout.
"NHB is real combat for real
athletes. There is no greater
sport," Bender said. "When people watch, they realize that NHB
is a chess match with the human
body. You have to think three
moves ahead at all times."
Inspired by competitions like
the
Ultimate
Fighting
Championship, Bender aspires to
be a contender some day.
Although he lost the first NHB
fight in which he participated in
1992, he said he had fun. Bender
wanted to better prepare himself

through training, but said he was
dissatisfied with what the local
martial arts studios had to offer.
So he adopted a program which
combines elements like throws,
blocks and holds from different
fighting forms, such as GrecoRoman wrestling Judo and Thai
kickboxing.
"It's well-rounded, and 1 think
it's more effective," Bender said of
his blended style. He uses it as a
personal workout, and is allowing
others to join in. His roster filled
up soon after beginning the program, he said.
"I'm doing it for no profit,"
Bender said. "I want to help guys
work out, and teach selfdefense."
Bender's new association joins
the pre-existing martial arts
groups on campus, as well as the
studios that have recendy
opened in town. Some of them
see a high level of local interest in
martial arts.
"There's a lot of enthusiasm,"
said Wendy Manning, faculty
advisor for the Korean Martial
Arts Club. "I think Hollywood
stars made it popular. There's
tremendous excitement." She
jokingly said that movies like
"Crouching Tiger,
Hidden
Dragon" may be responsible.
One of the new studios is Paul
Choi's Hap Kido Tai Chi. He said
that he opened the studio a

Sarah CutoBGfcws

HOLD THEM HIGH: Tom Gertten, a fourth degree black belt, teaches
beginners kick techniques.

month ago, because his expertise
is in martial arts. "Business is
going well. About half are college
students," he said.
Choi said that the reasons people are attracted to martial arts is
to Irani self-defense, and for the
beauty of the art
Each of the other groups also
had reasons to give.
" It's a great way to get in shape,
and learn practical skills,"
Manning said. "You learn focus
and concentration, which applies
to other areas." She said students

learn about their own physical
abilities and limitations, and find
out what works for them.
It's just fun. It makes you feel
powerful, and gives you a sense of
accomplishment," she added.
Phil Ljebrecht, an orange-belt
at Bushido Kai America, said
there are tons of benefits from
learning martial arts. He cited
self-confidence and physical fitness, and said that martial arts
has a lot of room to grow in BG.
SaratiCastoBGNews
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AAAEEEH: Jason Glowczewski. a first degree blackbelt, practices.

Speaker reaches out to females Mon.
By Ivy Ickes
WOMEN S REPORTER

On Monday, Feb. 12, Lisa K.
Barnett performed "Hand to
Mouth," a show about living with
and recovery from bulimia, for
close to 500 people. The crowd
was comprised mosdy of
females; however, a few guys
were in attendance.
"I am excited to be back in
Bowling Green. Some of the emotions I express within the performance are heightened just by
being here," said Barnett, an
alumna of the University.
Bamett's performance carried
the audience through the events
of her life that contributed the

most to her bulimia She opens
the show by telling us about a
paper her aunt wrote about her,
and how she would talk to herself
in the mirror.
The reflection of herself in the
mirror was her acting partner
and her friend The concept of
the girl in the mirror is carried
throughout the performance.
"When I was young I used to
love who the girl in the mirror
was, but by the time I was in high
school I didn't like who and what
I had become," said Barnett
Her performance tells how
after years of Seventeen
Magazine, movies and TV the
mirror containing her acting

partner had begun to shatter. She
wasn't able to look at her reflection and smile until after the first
time she threw up. This is when
her problems with bulimia
began.
Once she had graduated from
high school and left for college,
Barnett continued with the
bulimia and excessive exercise
until her senior year when she
was finally ready to seek help.
This breaking point came after
she clogged the shower drain (she
could only flush the toilet so
many times before her roommates would get suspicious, so
she also threw up in the shower)
for the second day in a row. She

was in the shower, naked, standing in her own vomit and blood,
and just cried. She finally told her
roommates and parents she
needed help.
Barnett says it was thanks to a
loving and supportive network of
family and friends that she started to get better. But, it was not
until her husband showed her a
book. "When Women Stop
Hating Their Body," that she
knew she would be bulimic no
more. And she was finally reunited with her friend in the mirror.
Part of what made the show so
wonderful was Bamett's ability to
successfully connect with the
crowd in many ways.

"By the end of the show those
around me were in tears. Barnett
brought up many issues that my
friends and I struggle with dairy. I
was very much able to relate to
her," said Jessica Ban, freshman.
Other students were able to
identify with Barnett on a more
personal level because they too
struggle with an eating disorder.
"As a bulimic for seven years
this was the most realistic and
true portrayal of the mindset and
lifestyle of a bulimic. Her courage
to get up in front of hundreds of
people to tell her story astounds
me and gives me hope to one day
share mine," said Carrie
Windclman*, senior.

Windelman isn't the only one
who was encouraged by Bamett's
strength. Erica Jones*, senior,
said, "What an extremely realistic
portrayal of a woman with bulim ia. I am looking forward to the
day I can feel that way about
myself — after having an eating
disorder for five years."
Barnett sent a message out to
those suffering with an eating disorder. She said, "You are NOT
alone. It's not just about stopping
being bulimic, but also about loving yourself and your body."
"Names were changed at student's request.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best /lousing With US!

Bring your teaching degree to

California
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate,
sports, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with
open arms and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here,
call toll-free 1-888- CalTeach or visit our website atwww.calteach.com.

CilffeU till

Left Coast. Right Job."

521 E. MERRY • TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rale • $675.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate ■ $560.00
517 E. REED - At Thurslin One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $425.00
451 THURST1N • Acoss from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $370.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate - $335.00
505 CLOUCH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
■ I
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
605 SECONP One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year.- One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished ■ One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - TWo Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished ■ TWo Person ■ $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year • One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
648 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate ■ $450.00
802 SIXTH - TWo Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - TWo Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ladgt Minor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - TWo Person Rate - $450.00
841 EICHTH - TWo Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $525.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. MltUMl - C'.mbrtdje Commons.
TWo Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $520.00

RKAL ESTATE. IXC.
Rental Office :i.Vi-22(>0
I in Venn (..m.imiii, U'l \i, I i
At :tl» I . Il'oostvi Slrwl
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DONT FORGET
TO SET BACK
YOUR CLOCKS:
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Page 3 would just like to
remind you to set-back
your clocks in 255 days!
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The Campus Mime
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GET TO KNOW YOUR
FELLOW STUDENTS
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^AMPS

Pronounciation: mlm
Function: Noun
Etymology: Ancient Greece
Date: Circa BC sometime
1. A form of ancient Breek
theatrical entertainment in
which familiar characters
and situations were farcical
ly portrayed on stage often
with coarse dialogue.
2. A career in Paris.
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MADELINE KHAN
AS
UUVONSCHTUPP
W MEL BROOK'S "BLAZING
SADDLE"

How Have You Been
Touched By Alumni Giving?
By supporting the colleges,
departments, and programs, alumni
make sure opportunities such as
conference attendance, special
programs, and guest speakers exist.
Establishing the Beyond BG Senior Scholarship was the
legacy left by the classes of "98 & '99 when they gave
over ^55,500 in their senior years.
Springboard, the Cooperative Education Program, the
President's Leadership Academy, the BGSU Latino
Network and many other student programs have all
benefited from the generosity of BGSU alumni.
Alumni gifts helped to build the new Fine Arts Center
on campus and enhance the Theater and Dance
departments at BGSU and they also support the Sound
Recording Archives and The Star Trek™collection at the
Jerome Library.
Our Alumni give more than $700,000 each year for
student scholarships.

H■

i

Since 1996 more than $30 million dollars of private support
has been put to use making BGSU the place It is today!
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PROBLEMS?

We realize that since the answers
are closer to the puzzle that the
temptation to cheat is even
greater.But do you realize that if
you cheat we will come after your
family with pitch-forks and
torches and force them to right
the wrongs that you have committed. Think about it.
56 Govl jobs act
57 Sandier or West
59 Joanne of "Ail
the King's Men"
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Saturday

Thursday

Friday

Snow Showers

Haze

High: 34*
Low: 30"

High:39"
Low: 27*

©
Mostly
Cloudy

High:32Low: 27*

ALWAYS LOOKING fOH NEW TALfNT'

XXX NASTY GIRL

ALISHA
KLASS

rabI4-KtrSl,100U
■".-'VVi'^n'liiV BEACH '

ATRIPSJ

LIVE ON STAGE
MARCH 1ST-3RD

MARDI
GRAS

PARTY FGB. 23 & 241

FREE COVER EVERY SUNDAY
WITH VALID COLLEGE ID.!

$10 DANCES EVERY MONDAY
H.f THaftrOifct)!

.sunimale.com
I35 S BYRNE RD TOLfcOO 53I-O079 WWW LltJAVU COM

Fall 2001 Leasing
Units Going Fast!
$100

$100

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C. dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.

Support for all of the colleges, departments, programs,
and organizations came from the Class of 2000.
More than $6 million dollars of support has been pledged
to help fund the expansion and renovation of the Student
Union.
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wose, how
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The generosity of students,
alumni and friends of the
University has touched every'
student at BGSU in some way!
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Seoul motto
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Square measure 23 Of critical
Laid waste to
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Sink a lot
24 Some cuckoos
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25 John or Bonmo
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sauce
Bones in
27 One archangel
forearms
29 Sanctioned
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30 Ot the sun
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33 Successful
Out o( the wind
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Pub order
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$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/30 - 2/19.
I $100

HURRY! Expires 2/19/01

$100

fl3lGHLANDN
MANAGEMENT

130 E. Wsshmglon SlrecL Bowling Green

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mor Apartments
80MI58mSt.
2 b«droom-$475/mo.-12 mo. kMM
Some remodeled
$SS0/mo.-12 mo. htOM
Laundry facHtles orvslte
♦Air/heat
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry fodHtles
in bldg.. ale. qu»t.
Fiom $39S/monfh
The HomesteadGroduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
orvslte laundry, cerarrtc He.
soundproof construction skylights
olshwoshers. vaulted ceWigs
FtomJSlO/mortlh- 12montilax»»

Come in today
before it is Too Latet
GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

^.800«SUUCHA5E

352-0717
224 E. Woostcr
Bowling Green
OH 43402

wuH.wciiet.org/~6brciital

14354 West Poe
3+ bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. dty seivlces
$1000/monrh- 12 month torn

Call 354-6036 From 9-5
Tak0 a virtual lour ot.
^www.wcn»t.otfl/-hlghlond^
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TEACHER EXCHANGED GRADES FOR DRUGS
ROY, Utah (AP) — A teacher has resigned after being
accused of bumping up the grades of students who
agreed to give her prescription painkillers.
Michele Opheikens, 30, was charged Tuesday with
possession of a controlled substance and burglary, for
allegedly entering a student's home in search of drugs.

OPMION

EDITORIAL

O.A.R. is only tip of U. iceberg
The University Activities
Organization announced today
that they will be bringing in college favorites OAR. along with
former and current members of
"Saturday Night Live," Tracy
Morgan and Jim Breuer.
What does all of this mean? It
means lots of things actually. It
means that there's more to do at
BC than go to the same bars or
watch TV. It means that a large
social entertainment event will
bring together a campus community that almost never joins
for anything.
In the past four years, only a
handful of events have brought

name recognition to our small
town school.
WFAL and WBGU brought
poet and musician Henry Rollins
two years ago to a packed
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
The School of Communication
Studies presented director/filmmaker Michael Moore last year.
Last year UAO brought in hippie rockers Ekoostik Hookah, and
the MTV campus Invasion Tour
featuring Bush and Moby.
UAO also booked a MTV "Real
World" event that featured past
cast members Janet, Colin,
Rachael and the infamous Puck.
BSU brought actor Danny

you're in essence wasting your
money.
The real college experience
doesn't lie in the classrooms. In
What fo you think about how
fact, most of what we are subjectthe general fee is spent?
ed to on a daily basis while sitting
Let us know at
in class, will be just as quickly forbgnews^listproc bgsu edu
gotten by the time the test is
taken.
What makes a university more
appealing to high school stuGlover on-campus this year.
So once again, what does this dents includes the big-name
all mean? It means that general entertainment that travels
fee money that we all spend is through it every semester.
When was the last time that
used to provide a stress-release
for the overworked masses at BG.. Cuyahoga or Owens Community
It also means that every time College landed something worth
you don't attend these events. skipping work for? When was the

YOU DECIDE

last time that you've heard about
a large event and NOT wished
that it was coming to Bowling
Green instead?
These events are a source of
community, and school pride.
When the men's basketball
team registers a huge win over a
top-ranked school, our chests
puff out just a little more. We all
strut just a little more. The sun
just shines brighter when cool
stuff is happening in our own
backyard.
Just think about how great it
would be to have former
President Clinton speak at commencement. Sure, many stu-

dents would protest out of sheer
dislike for the man. Sure, some
people would love to hear a hero
send them off into the world.
But that's not the point. The
point is that in 20 years, everyone
in the building would be able to
say, "Yeah, the former president
of the United States gave my
commencement speech."
That would be cool. That's why
sports, concerts and lectures are
worth our tuition money. Fun
things bring our campus closer
together.
Barrin
ing everything else, we've
probably paid for most of the
event already.

Shock teachers PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
into reality
Inconsiderate
ON THE STREET
Will you go to see the
band O.A.R. perform
on campus in April?

AT ISSUE How can students have more control over
their education?
A mountain of assignments DAVID
looms over me. ready to collapse ST0RIE

and crush the feeble spark of life
out of my scrawny little body.
I can feel the avalanche building in my tiny dorm room. Soon it
will fall and I will be left with nothing left to do but curse the
instructors who did this to me.
It is not so much a case of the
massive research papers and
exams that is threatening to
squish me to a fine paste. The
problem is really the minor little
assignments that are so easy to
forget. They build one by one like
snowflakes creating a glacier.
Some instructors throw their
pathetic busy work assignments
onto us without mercy or concern. These are the ones who
have convinced themselves that
we have only one class to worry
about. The crushing burden
grows every day by their hands. I
once had spare time and a social
life, now I have a worn out keyboard and a caffeine addiction.
We. the students of BCSU,
need a way to put an end to this
time-devouring,
life-ruining,
room-cluttering monstrosity.
Clearly the only way to end the
busy work is to cut it off at the
source, the professors and TAs
that peddle this overwhelming
mass of paper onto us.
Students are powerless to halt
the onslaught of busy work we
face. The end of the year evaluations are our only recourse and do
not help the students while they
are in the offending class. There is
an urgent need for students to
give immediate and direct
response to their instructors.
The solution comes to us from
the world of pet discipline. Some
pet owners use small collars
which administer a harmless
electric shock to misbehaving
dogs. While I would not advocate
its use for dogs. I am not intending it for the dogs.
Place one of these shock collars
on instructors before the beginning of class. When things get out
of hand, the students would have
the remote control. One jolt
would be very effective aversion
therapy.
If the classroom is given assignments that require them to be in
two or more places at once, then
the instructor gets a little zap.
Give us a third minor writing
assignment due the same day as
a major research paper, and the
class gets a free floor show.
If the teachers move their
deadlines around so that no one

210 West Hall

F

Opinion Columnist

knows when anything is due,...
you get the idea. It is the simplest
system in the world.
Most of the instructors would
live relatively shock free. Most are
skilled and competent as educators. I like most of my instructors
and respect them. They could
wear a shock collar without fear.
The majority of my instructors fall
into this group.
However, there are some who
would take enough volts during
the course of the semester that
they would no longer be able to
walk into a room without every
television screen turning emerald
green. These choice few would
get a first-hand perspective on
the life of a lightning rod.
To prevent the slow cooking of
the entire faculty by a few frustrated students, safeguards would be
needed. Make it so that a majority of students need to push the
button before the shock is delivered. A few might still get fried,
but most of those would deserve
it.
Before concern is expressed
over the health of our educators,
these shock devices are really not
harmful. They do feel unpleasant,
but I would not really call it pain.
It is more like a sudden twitching
or vibrating. It might be best for
me not to say exactly how I know
this.
If my modest proposal appears
to put too much sudden and arbi trary power in the hands of students, this power would simply
counteract the power that is exercised of us Our educators have
the power to destroy our careers
with a few pen strokes. Both parties would need to use our power
carefully and jusUy.
There is one alternative to the
shock collars or other more drastic measures for keeping our
instructors in line, however. How
about mutual respect and communication?
I have been in several classes
where this strange concept is
used, and works well. Of course if
everyone started to work on that
principle, I would have nothing to
write about.
To respond to David's shocking
commentary, he can be contacted
at child cle noir@hotmail.com.

DANSPEHLER
SENIOR
BROADCAST JOURNALISM
"Yes. They have a
really fresh sound."
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JASON WESTERHAUS
FRESHMAN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"Yes. It's like a cool
concert in your backyard. Why should you
have to go somewhere
else?"

PHILLKINNE
FRESHMAN
PHYSICAL SCIENCE ED.
"Are hot women
gonna be there?
Then, sure!"

SEANHAGGERTY
FRESHMAN
MUSIC EDUCATION
"No, I'm not sure how
many bands I'd trust
whose names are
acronyms."
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Susie Lake
slate@txjnet bgsu.edu
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AT ISSUE With the large amount of diversity at Bowling Green State University, it
is disconcerting to the lack of Asian-American voices.
I'd like to talk about something involve alcohol, drugs and forni- BRANDON
that has always puzzled me dur- cation. You'd think that if the O'DELL
ing my time here at Bowling University was going to make an
Green.
•*
There is a whole faction of the
student population that is completely underrepresented, if represented at all here on-campus.
We see them going to and from
class, we pass them in the library,
we see them hanging out in the
various buildings here on-campus, but that's really about it.
In case any of you are wondering, I'm referring to the Asian
exchange students that attend
this fine University.
Unfortunately, to and from
class is really about the only time
that you'll ever see these people,
and I for one would like to know
why.
What is it about the BGSU
social circle that is so inhospitable
to them? Obviously they made a
conscious effort to come here,
journeying a hell of a lot farther
than Cleveland or Cincinnati, like
the vast majority of us here. So
why do these people find us so
despicable?
Sure, there is the obvious
answer: "But we're just here to
study, that's it." I believe this to be
a bunch of bologna. Everyone has
the obligation to themselves to
make the most of the time that
they have here, and that includes
getting involved outside of the
classroom as well as inside.
I'm not saying that all of our
exchange students should go out
and get drunk every night, but
contrary to popular belief, there
are a lot of fun and interesting
things to do in this town that don't

effort to get these people to study
here, it would also make an effort
to get them involved in campus
life somehow.
For instance, why is there not
an Asian Student Union of some
sort here on campus? If there is
one, I certainly know nothing
about it. These individuals are
just as much students here oncampus as Marcos Popovich or
Andy Sahm. Minority organizations such as the Black Student
Union and the Latino Student
Union are excellent ways for
underrepresented groups to have
their voices heard.
So how come I have never seen
an Asian student's article pop up
in an issue of the Obsidian? Aren't
these students being encouraged
to take active roles in the commu nity when they come here?
During my first few years here.
I was enrolled in several different
theater classes. For each class, I
was required to attend a certain
number of the theater department's productions. Why can't the
same be done with our exchange
students? Why not take them to a
few football and basketball
games? Our teams may not be the
greatest, but sports are about as
American as you can get.
Or take them to Easystreet on
Open Mike Night These individuals came here to experience a
culture that is much different
than their own, so why not give
them experiences that broaden
their outlook on society?
We could even (gasp!) take

Guest Columnist
them to a club in Toledo and let
them see what the nightlife is like
in the Midwest.
If we wanted them to do some thing that applies a bit more to
Bowling Green, we might as well
take them on a tour of one of the
farms around here. Let them see
how much fun it is to grow com
for a living. There's really an infinite amount of activities that
could be done, but we have to get
these people involved.
If I've offended any of our foreign exchange students by my
words. I am truly sorry. This article was not necessarily meant for
you. Rather. I am aiming this at
the people in charge at BG, and
how they have yet again found a
way to keep the student population under wraps They are robbing these students of the tnie
"American experience."
My final suggestion for
improvement: America 101. We
all have to take ethnic studies
classes, why not set up a class
explaining America? The real
stuff, not just who Abraham
Lincoln was and how to speak
English.
Teach them where to get a great
burger and what stores in the
mall have the best deals.
Truthfully, that's probably the
most useful stuff that I've learned
during my time here.
Contact Brandon O'Dell at
bodel@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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My professor is really smart
and she knows her stuff. Some of
us (myself included) are just really dumb when it comes to science, and she sometimes has difficulties explaining material to us.
I sit in the front row and pay
attention in class like the good
student that I am...I'm on scholarship, I have to!
A recent class was especially
hard because we were covering

six students all rushed to hurry
and write the information down
since they didn't pay attention to
what the professor had to say.
It digusts me that students at
this University show complete
and utter disrespect for a teacher
when she could use the students'
brain as a cleaning utensil.
Maybe they have time to waste
at BG, but I do not. I cannot afford
to take this class again, but I'm
sure those six or so students will
be back taking the same course
next semester.

Robbing true America

IHV /l www.bqnews.com
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students limit
learning

new material, and yet I can not
hear the professor becasue some
students are talking.
Not only is this COMPLETELY
RUDE but it also impairs the students who actually comes to class
and want to pay attention.
Especially since an exam is
approaching!
We have about 40-50 students
in my lecuture class and these six
or so students at the back of the
class talked for the last 15 minutes of class non-stop.
It wouldn't make me mad
except that tliis material is brandnew and it's on our EXAM!!
To make matters worse, some
one offered to have a study group
after class to help out and these
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Martial arts on rise

Falcons get key win
BASKETBALL, FROM PAGE 1

tipped the ball in, giving the
Falcons a 30-28 lead.
"One of the officials blocked
me out so I didn't see it," Dakich
said. "I know Netter got himself a
four point play. That's pretty
good."
The Falcons ran their advantage up to 36-32 with two free
throws from Keith McLeod and
on their final possession of the
first half, Brandon Pardon drilled
a three pointer from the left wing
to give BG a 39-32 lead at the
break.
"That (Pardon's shot) was big,"
said BG's Len Matela. "That gave
us a lot of momentum going
into halfti me. Seven is a lot more
comfortable feeling than four."
The second half was all BG,

despite the attempts by the Herd
to win in Anderson Arena, as
they never led during the game.
BG went up 44-34 on a pair of
free throws from McLeod and
pushed it up to 12 on a lay-up
from Trent lackson a minute
later. Marshall cut it to 52-45 on
a trey from Travis Young and two
minutes later, despite the
Falcons up by ten, a jumper
from Slay moved the score to 5751 with 12:46 to play.
"We started off good and we
knew Pardon would find open
guys and get them open shots,"
Young said. "They found a way
to score."
Bin, by the 11:02 mark, the
Falcons were up by 12 on a Cory
Ryan three pointer. Three min-

utes later, Ryan delivered another dagger to the hearts of the
Thundering Herd when he hit a
second three to put BG up 72-57.
The Falcons got up by as
much as 17 and closed out the
game with Dakich thanking the
loyal fans for attending
Matela led the way with 25
points and nine rebounds while
McLeod hit for 20, including 11
for 12 at the charity stripe.
K I. is si' ii netted 13 and Ryan
added 10 as the Brown and
Orange shot 49 percent from the
field.
Cornelius lackson and Slay
both hit for 19 points to lead
MarshalL
"Maybe I should start wearing
my coat backwards," White said.

MARTIAL ARTS. FROM PAGE 2

Manning said she sees
friendly relations between the
clubs. "There's lots of room in
Bowling Green for different
kinds of martial arts, and different groups," she said. "It builds
some sort of community, and
welcomes new people. It's
friendly, with healthy competition."
But maybe not all of the organizations favor the increase in
the number of groups.
"It's too much competition in
a small community," said
Cindy Smith, options director
for United Karate System on
campus. "There are an awful lot
of karate classes in town. Where

someone sees an interest, he
tries to come in." She said
other groups have trouble finding places to practice, and that
their classes have not been running as high in attendance as
they could be.
However, Tom Gerken, an
instructor with United Karate
System, said the number of
clubs doesn't affect them
much. He said it gives people
more choices, and lets them
find what they're looking for.
Variety is what Liebrecht
likes about Bender's mixed
style. "Not any one martial art is
perfect for everybody, which is
why we have so many different
styles."
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AMERICAN KIDNAPPING SOON TO END

QUITO, Ecuador (AP) — Kidnappers who murdered a
U.S. oil worker last month agreed to a ransom offer
shortly before a deadline to kill another captive,
r.cuadors military chief said yesterday. Four of their
seven hostages are American.

WORLD
Russian planes raise questions
By Sarah Karush
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

DEADLY HIKE: The mother and sister of German Bejarano, one of '
nine hikers found dead near a national park in southwest Columbia,
leave from a meeting with other relatives of victims in Bogota.

Hikers' bodies
found in Andes
By Margarita Marbntz
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOGOTA, Colombia — The
nine young men and women
hiked through ancient ruins,
rugged peaks and valleys and to
the foothills of a snowcapped volcano. There, in the breathtaking
Colombian Andes, they were shot
execution-style — most with one
bullet to the head.
Yesterday, their bodies were
being shipped back to their
homes as this South American
nation struggled to make sense of
the latest massacre of innocents
in a land rife with war.
The decomposing bodies of
the six men and three women
were pulled out of a ravine
Tuesday
near
southwest
Colombia's Purace National Park.
Officials would not speculate on
who killed the hikers or why. But
police and military authorities
noted the country's largest guerrilla group, the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, is
active in the area where the
killings took place.
In the offices of a Bogota workers' cooperative where seven of
those killed had worked in recreational programs, dozens of fam-

ily members hugged, sobbed and
made funeral preparations Seven
of the hikers were from Bogota
and two from Huila,
A farmer spotted the bodies in
the ravine on Sunday, but it took
several days to reach the remains
and remove them. The officers
initially assumed the dead were
villagers — the killings of peasants are an almost daily occurrence in the 37-year war that pits
rebels against the military and
right-wing paramilitary militias.
But when rescuers saw the
backpackers' bright clothing and
light-skinned features, they realized they were probably not from
the region, which has a predominantly Indian population.
The killings were only the latest
tragedy to befall Colombians trying to enjoy the country's outdoors.
Last month, a Colombian
hang-gliding champion took off
from a mountain outside
Medellin and landed in a tough
neighborhood in the city. He was
shot to death and his equipment
was stolen. In August, an army
patrol shot and killed six schoolchildren on a mountain field trip,
mistaking them for guerrillas.

MOSCOW — The Russian
military held air exercises near
Norway and Japan yesterday,
forcing fighter jets in both coun tries to scramble and eliciting a
strong protest from Japan,
which said the planes violated
its airspace.
Japan's Foreign Ministry
called in a Russian diplomat to
protest and the defense agency
said the Russian military planes
violated Japanese airspace
twice.
Koichiro Oshima, a Japanese
defense agency official, said four
planes
including
TU-22
bombers, were sported late yestterday morning in the Japanese
airspace off Rebunto island and
two TU-22 bombers were spotted later in the same area Each
time, the planes flew over
Japanese airspace for about
three minutes, Oshima said.
Japanese fighters scrambled
toward the Russian warplanes
after they were spotted on radar
screens, but no encounter
occurred, Oshima said.
"We again analyzed all the

""Whether they violated airspace or not,
that's not the key thing. They were
demonstrating the rebirth of Russia's
military might"
PAVEL FELGENHAUER, INDEPENDENT MILITARY ANALYST
actions of our pilots, and there
were no violations of Japan's airspace,"
Russian
Defense
Minister Igor Sergeyev said.
Russian Blackjack strategic
bombers also flew along the
coast of Norway, which along
with Japan is a neighbor of
Russia Officials there called it an
unusual event, but said the
Russian planes remained in
international airspace.
Norwegian fighters scrambled and identified the two aircraft as supersonic TU-160
Blackjack bombers, flying in
international airspace northwest of Andoeya, an island along
Norway's northern coast.
Col. John Espen Lien of the
Norwegian Supreme Defense
Command said the Russians
had advised Norway, with which
it shares Arctic land and waters,
that it was planning increased
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Democracy might rule Bahrain government
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) —
Bahrainis lined up outside
polling stations yesterday to
vote in a referendum that may
put their tiny Gulf nation ruled
by a royal family on the road to
democratic rule.
The historic vote asks citizens
to decide on a national charter
promising an elected parliament, independent judiciary,
and greater freedoms and

equality. Such wide-reaching
democratic reforms would
make Bahrain unique in the oilrich region where political freedoms are limited.
Bahrain's, government began
the "yes" or "no" vote yesterday
and will continue today. The
changes envisioned in the charter, which was expected to win
wide approval, would not take
full effect until 2004.

Attack causes more distress for Israel
AZUR, Israel (AP) — A
Palestinian driver upset about
weeks of Mideast violence
rammed his bus into a packed
bus stop yesterday, killing seven
Israeli soldiers and a civilian in
the deadliest Palestinian attack
in four years.
The hit-and-run raised fears

that violence was spinning out
of control when prospects for a
resumption of peace talks
appear remote. The attack
shook Israel at a time of political
transition and accelerated
efforts by Prime Minister-elect
Ariel Sharon and his defeated
predecessor, Ehud Barak, to
form a joint government

activity from military bases on
the Kola Peninsula of northwestem Russia
Russian officials said there
was nothing illegal or unusual
about either exercise
"We fly without violating anything"
said
Air
Force
spokesman
Alexander
Dobryshevsky. "We don't complain when every day a dozen
NATO planes fly along our
shores."
He said Russia was ready to
present "objective evidence"
proving that the planes had not
entered anybody's airspace.
Some military analysts said
yesterday's flights were part of a
pattern of increased air activity
aimed at showing off Russian
military might
"Russia has sharply increased
test flights of its planes since
NATO's campaign in Kosovo,"

said Alexander Pikayev, a military analyst at the Carnegie
Endowment's Moscow office.
"The military wants to show that
it's too early to write Russia off."
In October, Russian fighter
jets buzzed a U.S. aircraft carrier
in the Sea of Japaa The Russian
military has also stepped up
flights around the country's
northeast comer, across the
Bering Strait from Alaska
Two bombers flew down the
Norwegian coastline in 1999,
while another two were intercepted by U.S. fighter jets near
Iceland.
"Whether they violated airspace or not, that's not the key
thing," said Pavel Felgenhauer,
an independent military analyst "They were demonstrating
the rebirth of Russia's military
might"
Pikayev said yesterday's exercises may also be a response to
recent signals from Washington
that Russia no longer occupies a
privileged place in U.S. foreign
policy.

El Salvador earthquake kills at least 255
SAN VICENTE, El Salvador
(AP)— Overwhelmed doctors
worked on patients in the back
of pickup trucks with IV lines
strung from bamboo poles yesterday after this country's second major earthquake in a
month killed at least 255 people.
The streets were crowded
with funeral processions, the
coffins sometimes decorated
with bougainvilleas plucked
from the trees for want of anything more formal

Hundreds of stunned survivors were sprawled on bloody
mattresses, or on the ground, at
an overcrowded hospital here.
Some screamed in fear
overnight at the repeated jolts of
aftershocks.
The National Emergency
Committee said there are at
least 2261 injured, 12,303 houses destroyed and 83,435 people
who suffered property damage.
The Tuesday morning quake
had a magnitude of 6.6.

Valentine's day encourages all kinds of love
AYUTHAYA. Thailand (AP) —
With a little help from their handlers, they made it to the altar on
time.
Two pairs of elephants wearing flowing gowns embroidered
with red hearts got married in an
elaborate ceremony in the
ancient Thai capital of Ayuthaya
Carrying their handlers, or
mahouts, the brides walked to a
makeshift altar in front of a local
department store, trailing a colorful matrimonial procession
watched by hundreds of onlook-

Sporting a pretty pink bow, Oi
Jan (Sweetheart). 24, married
Plai Bua Ban (Blossoming
Lotus), 24, whose trunk was
brightly painted. The other couple were 18-year-olds, Nam
Peung (Honey) and Plai Nga
Thong (Golden Tusk).
The brides were chosen from
among 20 females at the
Ayuthaya Elephant Shelter, 45
miles north of Bangkok, which
cares for about 80 elephants that
put on shows and give rides to
tourists. The grooms work at a
Thai seaside resort
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Women's basketball
still ranked among
NCAA three-point
leaders

February 15,
2001
www.bgnews.com/sports

BGSU SPORtS INFORMATION

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
The NCAA has released the la( esl women's basketball statistics,
and Bowling Green is listed
among the leaders in three-point
field goals per game. The NCAA
statistics are current through
games of Feb. 12.
Through 23

games,

the

Falcons are sinking three-point
field goals at a rate of 7.04 per
game and have made a total of

The loud crowd carries BG

162. The average is good for 12th
in the nation. BG set a new
NCAA record in that category last
year, sinking 9.25 treys per game.
The Falcons will take an overall
record of 9-14 and 5-7 in the MidAmerican
Conference
into

ByNK*Hurm
tSSISUNI SPOBIS EDI10R
Home games so far this season have made some of the
Falcon faithful sigh a little.
Bowling Green fans remember
last
year's
Mid-American

Saturday's game vs. Marshall.
Tipoff is schedules for 1 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.

Conference Championship season for the men's basketball
team.
Fans were packed in Anderson
Arena like popcorn kernels.
The roof literally fell off the
building with massive ovations
during moments like against

And the
winner

Kent, when BG great Anthony
Stacey became the Falcon's alltime leading scorer.
This year started without all
the defining moments last year
held.
The cheering has been there,
just not the same electricity.
Something was different at

is.

Who?
DON DELCO
AARON ZAHARIAS

"Two guys, a column, and a case
ofbeer'
In honor of Monday's Ninth
Annual ESPY Awards, we have
decided to hand out our own
awards honoring the athletic
achievements of the year gone
by. May we have a drum roll
please...
Fro Football Player of the Year.
Sure there is a good argument for
Marshall Faulk. MVP of the Na,
26 touchdowns, but how can
they have overlooked Chris
Gardocki?
That's right, the
Cleveland Browns' punter was
not only snubbed of a trip to
Honolulu, but also by the ESPY
committee. Gardocki was the
lone bright spot for the hapless
Browns, he displayed gorgeous
punts a minimum of eight times
a game.
Most Memorable Play of the
Year. Once again this goes to Mr.
Gardocki. Yes, he's the first twotime winner, and we couldn't be
more proud. Gardocki is awarded the "Most Memorable Play of
the Year" for the gesture he made
towards the Pittsburgh Steelers
sideline earlier in the season,
which basically summed up
what all Browns fans think of the
Steelers. After a cheap shot by a
frustrated
third-string
linebacker, Gardocki picked his fragile self up and with one flick of his
middle finger gave most Browns
fans and Steeler haters their most
memorable play of this previous
year.
Men's
College
Basketball
Player of the Year. Kenyonwho?
The unanimous pick by our calculations was Anthony Stacey.
While he holds the scoring
record at BGSU now, he will
always be known for his hustle,
his emotion, and his heart.
Stacey was the total package, and
if we had to choose one man to
take the shot for our team at the
end of the game it would be him.
Just ask Akron.
Women's Athlete of the Year.
We know what all of our women
readers are saying right now.
"Why is there only one category
for women?" The answer to that
one is simple. Anna Koumakova.
She simply sums up the word

left HinfcnactiBG New,

AERIAL ASSAULT: BG's Keith McLeod (20) tries to put a shot up
in the face of a Marshall defender during last night's 82-69 win.

Anderson Arena last night,
though.
It was like someone turned the

power back on. The crowd was
jumping, the Arena was thumping and the Bowling Green men's
basketball team looked in championship form just like a year
ago. Instead of former BG greats
like Stacey and Dave Esterkamp
raising their arms to celebrate a
victory, there were new faces like
Corey Ryan and Brent Klassen
leading in on the rejoicement of
the Falcons 82-69 win over
Marshall.
'I thought the students were
great tonight." said BG coach
Dan Dakich. "Hell. 1 was looking
and the students were on the
court were hitting the floor The
people that were here did an
unbelievable job of creating a
great environment.''
During the press conference,
opposing coaches and players
were once again talking about
how hard of an environment
Anderson Arena is to play in.
"It's a tough crowd to play
against.' said Marshall guard

made us want to be an Adidas
tennis skirt
Coach of the Year. This might
come as a surprise to everyone,
rait our pick is Gary Blackney. We
judged this category on how
influential a coach was to his
team.

Blackney took a team

packed full of talent and ran
them into the ground, literally.
Bowling Green had all the makings of a great passing team, but
stubborn ole' Blackney wouldn't
have any part of that He was
determined to make the dive
AWARDS, PAGE9

"I don't know who that big guy
is behind the bench, but he's
about the funniest guy ever."
said Marshall coach Greg White
about one Falcon fan. "He's kind
of a comedian and it's all in good
fun. They have a good student
atmosphere here."
BG got a lot of support from
other Falcon athletes.
Dakich said BG football coach
Urban Meyer called him earlier
in the day and told him that all of
his football players would be
there to support the team. Meyer
told Dakich if everyone of them
wasn't there, then his team
would be running early in the
morning.
As predicted, most the football
team showed up on the
Northeast side of the court.
CROWD, PAGE 9

Jason Gural makes hockey 'Crazy5 Sirotka
ByDanNied
SPORTS REP0R1ER

They call him "Crazy".
Although Jason Gural isn't
really sure why. Teammate
Austin de Luis created the
moniker for the Bowling Green
hockey team's junior walk-on
goalie, but swore he wouldn't tell
Gural the reason until graduation.
But Gural has his theories.
'1 do some crazy stuff," he

Jason Gural
said.
Example?
"Like break-dancing in nothing but boxers in a bar." he
admitted with a sly smile that's
more California than Ohio.
Of course there's a reason for
that.
Gurais craziest deed may have
been leaving San Jose. Calif, for a
slight chance at walking on to
the BGSU hockey team as a
third-string goalie.
It was a crazy dream, but it's
lone that came true. In this, his
junior year, "Crazy" has taken
over the role of backup goalie for
the Falcons. It's a role he's cherished.
Gural got interested in ice
hockey at age 13. when he went

to a neutral-site NHL game in
San Jose. Ranger forward Kris
King gave him a stick and he was
hooked.
After watching BG goalie
Shawn Timm shutout No. 1
Michigan State in 1998 on TV,
Gural knew he wanted to play
hockey at Bowling Green. The
next year he enrolled and took
his spot as the starting goalie on
the BGSU club team.
When freshman goalie Tom
Lawson left the team after last
season, a spot opened up for a
netminder to back up Tyler
Masters and Shawn Timm. Gural
met with head coach Buddy
Powers and was told the Falcons
would not recruit another goalie
and would look for a walk-on
before this season.
That gave Gural a chance.
"After that. I had a feeling I was
gonna make the team this season," Gural said. "It's one of those
things where you know, but you
don't really know."
"When I found out I made the
team this season, I called my
dad. He was so proud of me. I
almost cried. Buddy told me he
wanted a player who will work
his ass off and not complain
about never playing. Right now,
I'm just happy to be a part of the
team."
It's true that if Gural walked
out of Bowling Green without
one second of playing time, no
one
would
be
surprised.
However, many would be disappointed. He has become a fan
favorite, even after dressing for
only three games. Down the
stretch in the third period of
each game, the fans in section E
implore Powers to put in their
working-class hero.
"Hey Buddy." they chant. "Can
Crazy come out and play?"
"When they did that the first
time, it was really special," Gural
said. "I didn't even think anyone

"When I found out
I made the team
this season, I
called my dad. He
was so proud of
me...Right now,
I'm just happy to
be a part of the
team."
JASON GURAL BG GOALIE
knew who I was, but they even
knew my nickname. I'm happy
they can identify with me."
So Gural has accomplished his
goal of playing hockey for
Bowling Green. Now he's moved
his sights on to bigger and better

things. He says he just wants to
make one save in an actual
game.
.
"If I face one shot and save it.
then my goals against average is
0.00 and my save percentage is
1.000." he said. "I'd be the best
goalie in Bowling Green history."
A "Crazy" idea, but .statistically
sound. Maybe his high hopes are
another reason for the nickname.
Above all. even if he doesn't
ever get into a game and make
his one save and become the
best goalie in BG history. Gural is
happy with his situation. This
week, in conjunction with last
weekend's trip to Notre Dame,
someone taped the word "Rudy"
over Gural's name plate in the
Falcon locker room There is no
tribute more fitting.

BGSU Sports Information

DRIVE ME 'CRAZY': Jason Gural, nicknamed Crazy', made the
Falcon hockey team as a walk-on this season.

"woman." Sure, she doesn't win
many tournaments, but she was
the only athlete nominated that

Travis Young. "They got a nice
student crowd. It's always tough
to come on the road and play
here."

LaRue is Reds' new starting catcher
IH( ASSOCIAIED PRESS
SARASCTA. Fla. — Last year,
Jason LaRue didn't get much
playing time, but he got noticed
for challenging the Cincinnati
Reds' pitchers and throwing out
baserunners. This year, he
begins training camp as the No.
1 catcher.
The Reds helped decide the
issue during the off-season
when
they
traded
Eddie
Taubensee, the starring catcher
last year, to the Cleveland

Indians.
Reds manager Bob Boone. a
big-league catcher for 19 years,
said Taubensee's departure
should have sent a message to
LaRue.
"To me, this is going to be his
time," Boone said. "We've kind of
built the club that way. Trading
Eddie kind of lets him know this
isn't a platoon thing. You're going
to be the guy and you have to
step up."
LaRue has shown a knack for

working well with pitchers. The
Reds' earned run average with
him behind the plate was 3.81 in
1999 and 3.78 last year, compared with 3.98 and 4.33 overall
for those seasons.
LaRue said he has learned
valuable lessons from talking
with pitchers off the field.
"They can give you a little
inside information about a hitter, something he doesn't like to
do, pitches he doesn't like to hithe said. "That's a way you can

beat a hitter that day."
Scott Williamson, a former
reliever converted to the Reds'
starting rotation last season,
learned that LaRue will challenge his pitchers. The Reds were
holding a 2-0 lead last August in
Chicago when Williamson hung
a slider and the Cubs' Ricky
Gutierrez hit it hard, but lined
out to second base. Williamson
breathed a sign of relief — then
LaRue berated him.

1

saga
'sad
soap
opera'

By Nancy Armour
IRE ASS0CIA1E0 PRESS
CHICAGO - The team
doctors, the specialists, the
Toronto Blue Jays and the
Chicago White Sox all agree
Mike Sirotka has some prob
lems in his throwing shoulder.
Anything beyond that —
how badly he's hurt, when
he'll be able to pitch again,
who owes what and whether
David Wells will be wearing a
White Sox uniform this year
— Is still unknown.
Commissioner Bud Selig
and his staff probably will be
the ones to settle this mess.
"This is starting to appear
as if it's some sad soapopera,"
White Sox general manager
Ken
Williams
said
Wednesday.
Sirotka was traded to the
Blue Jays on Jan. 14 as part of
a six-player deal that sent
Wells to the White Sox.
Though he passed one
Toronto physical, a second
test showed a possible torn
labrum so the Blue Jays sent
him to Dr. James Andrews, a
specialist, for an independent opinion.
On a day of dueling news
conferences, the Blue Jays
said Andrews' examination
showed Sirotka has a partial
tear of the rotator cuff and a
torn labrum in his left shoulder. Andrews isn't recommending surgery now. but
the Blue Jays said the specialist calls the 29-year-old a
"long-term surgical candidate."
While Sirotka could still
pitch this season, Toronto
general manager Gord Ash
said that doesn't matter. They
didnt get the pitcher they
thought they were getting,
and he wants the White Sox
to pay up to make it all better.
"This is a player that has
significant
concerns,
whether it's two weeks from
now or six months from
now," Ash said. "That is not
SIROTKA. PAGE 9
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Decibel level
goes up for
Falcons

Tribe stockpiling arms
By Tom Ushers
IRE ASSOCIAKO PRfSS

CLEVELAND — For a change,
the Cleveland Indians won't
spend any time at spring training
telling postseason horror stories
from last October.
That's because their 2000 season ended on Oct. 1.
For the first time since 19%.
the Indians aren't defending a
title as they prepare for the
upcoming season — their 100th
In the AL. Cleveland started last
year as the only team to ever win
the AL Central, but finished second in the division to the Chicago
White Sox and narrowly missed a
wild card playoff spot.
Indians manager Charlie
Manuel had a rough first season
on the job. First, he underwent
colon surgery in March. Then he
endured a painful season of
injuries to his pitchers and inconsistency from the rest of the
Indians.
"The biggest thing I learned
last year was that 90 wins doesn't
get you much." Manuel said.
The Indians, who missed out
on the wild card by one game,
spent the winter trying to make
sure second-place was only a
one-year thing.
They signed free agents Ellis
Burks (3 years. $20 million) and
Juan Gonzalez (1-year, $10 million) to offset the loss of cleanup
hitter extraordinaire Manny
Ramirez, who took his RBls with
him for money in Boston.
Cleveland also added catcher
Eddie Taubensee to replace
Sandy Alomar Jr.. who signed
with the White Sox.
The Indians' lineup isn't the
problem, though. Never was.
It all comes down to pitching,
and as Cleveland learned the
hard way last season, you can
never have enough arms.
Injuries forced the Indians to
use a major league record 32
pitchers, some of whom may
never see the big leagues again.
Oh, where have you gone.

Kane Davis?
"Do we have enough pitching?
Yes," said Manuel, who will have
36 pitchers in camp. "But we
don't have a lot of depth. Our
pitching has to be 100 percent
healthy for us to be good."
When the Indians' pitchers
and catchers report to Winter
Haven, Fla„ on Thursday, only
two members of the starting rotation won't come in with health
issues.
Bartolo Colon, the team's ace.
has slimmed down and is in the
best shape of his pro career. Dave
Burba, too, is ready to go.
But starters Chuck Finley, Jaret
Wright and Charles Nagy all
underwent off-season surgeries
and each will be watched very
carefully as the spring unfolds.
The
38-year-old
Finley,
Cleveland's best pitcher down the
stretch last season, had minor
knee surgery but has told club
officials he will be able to handle
his normal throwing program.
Wright, whose career has been
in a freefall since '97. had corrective surgery on his right shoulder
in August and it's unlikely he'll be
ready for the start of the season.
And then there's Nagy, who
after being the Indians' most consistent pitcher for a decade, is
fighting for his career.
Nagy rushed himself back after
undergoing elbow surgery last
May and did more damage.
"I don't have any cartilage left
in my elbow." said Nagy. "I don't
know where it went, brt it's gone.
There's nothing between the
bones."
Nagy, a three-time All-Star who
has won 123 games for
Cleveland, will have to pitch
through the pain to get a starting
job.
"I'm concerned, but I don't
think we'll be able to tell where
Charlie's at until halfway or twothirds of the way through spring
training." Manuel said.
All the uncertainty is forcing
the Indians to explore other
options Steve Karsay. a former

Don & Aaron
dotheESPYs
WARDS, FROM PAGI 8

CROWD. FROM PAGE 8

work. Just ask Akron.
Pro Basketball Player of the
Year. With the NBA in such
disarray, and the ever lacking
presence of a superstar, this
award goes to Michael Jordan.
Now lets be honest, If he wanted to he could still dominate.
The runner-up was a tie
between Allen Iverson and
Shaquille O'Neal....but we
couldn't decide who the better
rapper was.
The recap:

many of them wearing cutoff shirts, hooting and hollering for the BG bailers.
"It was nice to see the football team and all the other
sports teams out there." said
BG center Len Matela. "Its
great to see everybody and I
hope we get more students
keep filling the stands.
Hopefully if we keep winning
by next week it will be all the
way packed again like it was
last year."
"It was great seeing the
football team right out onlhe
court," Klassen said. "Who
can intimidate anybody
more than the football team
right out by the court? That
was great"

Pro Football Player of the
Year: Chris Gardocki
Team of the Year BG men's
basketball
Most Memorable Play of
the Year Gardocki flipping off
Steelers' sideline.
Women's Tennis Player of
the Year Anna Kournakova
Pro Basketball Player of the
Year Michael Jordan.
Baseball Player of the Year
Manny Ramirez
Men's College Basketball
Player of the Year: Anthony
Stacey
Coach of the Year: Gary
Blackney.

BG 82, MARSHALL 69
LEN MATEIA Falcon center
scored game-high 25
points
KEITH McLEOD: Falcon
guard went 11-for-12 from
the free-thow line
Associated Press photo

BGF00TBM1 TEAM Scared
theholl out of the Marshall
basketball team.

CONTACT HITTER; Trading injury-prone outfielder WiI Cordero has
been among the top priorities for the Indians, but there have been
no takers for his $3 million 2001 salary.
starter converted into a reliever,
will get a chance to win a starting
job. But there are questions about
his durability.
Steve Woodard
defeated
Indians killers Pedro Martinez
and David Wells in the final weeks
last season and will get a crack at
winning the No. 5 starting spot.
The Indians want to give both
left-handed flame-thrower C.C.
Sabathia and Cuban defector
Danys Baez some Triple-A starts
before they're brought up to the
big club, but circumstances could
dictate a change of plans and
they may begin the season in the
bullpen.
Willie Blair. Ariel Prieto and
Jake Westbrook. acquired from
the Yankees in last year's trade for
David Justice, also will get oppor-

tunities to win jobs In the rotation.
Other than pitching. Manuel
doesn't have many other worries.
The Indians still have the
game's best defense up the middle and the addition of Gonzalez
and ' Burks
could
make
Cleveland's lineup stronger than
it was with Ramirez.
Manuel's other spring objective could be patching up his rift
with second baseman Roberto
Alomar, the Tribe's best player.
The two hardly spoke in the second half last year, and for the
Indians to win it all, they need
Alomar happy from Day One.
"I think we can be real good
this year." Manuel said. "I think
we're going to be hungrier from
the start."

Sirotka injured
SIROTKA. FROM PAGE 8
what we thought we were getting."
"The honorable tiling would
be to recognize that and provide
adequate compensation."
No way, Williams said. Not
when the White Sox are getting a
different story from Andrews.
Williams has maintained all
along that Sirotka's injury Is the
same problem that's caused
him to start slowly the last two
seasons. And according to team
physician Dr. James Boscardin,
Andrews' examination supports
that.
Boscardin said in a statement
that Andrews told him Sirotka

has normal "wear in the rotator
cuff and possibly the labrum."
That doesn't necessarily mean
surgery, and Boscardin said
Andrews told him there's a "70
to 80 percent chance" Sirotka
won't need it.
In fact, Boscardin said
Andrews suggested to him that
Sirotka will be able to pitch this
year, though he'll probably start
the season two weeks late.
"Boy, I hate this, because I
really wanted to be above the
he-said, she-said type of thing,"
said Williams, whose anger was
evident despite his calm
demeanor. "But I've been
reduced to that and I resent
that.

Young and broke?
Find out what it's like to be young
and broke somewhere else.
Presenting AirTran Airways' X-Fares Standby Program. If you're between the ages of

$

52

per segment
(PFCt not included)

18 and 22, you're eligible to fly standby to any of the many cities AirTran Airways flies
to for just $52 per segment. (Each time you land you've flown a segment, regardless
of your final destination.) You decide where you want to go. Just go to the AirTran Airways
ticket counter to put your name on the standby list. Then go to the AirTran Airways gate
of your choice with 52 bucks. If there's a coach seat available after the final boarding
call, you get it. But be smart. Don't wait for the last flight out, in case there's no room for
standby. (Hey, that's why it only costs $52.) For example, fly to cities such as Atlanta,

X

Ft. Lauderdale, Miami, New Orleans, Savannah/Hilton Head, or Tampa. Call for additional destinations.

1-888-4-X-FARES

(1-888-493-2737)

xfares.com
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Ex-Cav Mark Price enjoys being away from the NBA
ByPaulNmberry

you.

IRE ASSOCIATED PRCSS

Believe it. Price, who retired
from the NBA before the 1999
season after a 12-year career, is a
head coach for the first time,
working at a 4 -year-old suburban
school named for an 18th-century English evangelist. George
Whitefield (pronounced WiTfield).
"I've played before 20.000 people." Price said. "When I go in
some gyms now. there's only 50
people in the stands. Obviously,
it's a different experience."
But one he wouldn't trade for a
more prominent job in the NBA

SMYRNA, Ga. - Mark Price
still turns heads when he walks
into the gym.
Most people can't believe that a
four-time NBA all-star, the greatest free-throw shooter in league
history, is now coaching an
obscure, private academy with
just 80 students in its upper
grades.
"Everywhere we go. people say.
'Is that Mark Price?" said Barry
Morris, whose lOth-grade son,
Tim. is a star for Whitefield
Academy. "We tell them it is. but
one guy said. 'I don't believe

MB. color, cnad. lebjjV* ntfnnal <tfi|in xiual ortrtiation djuMliit status ■ e n>f <*a» +• bmh
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Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummerlours.com
• 111! Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes
Meals A Free Parties! Awesome
beaches, Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-6786386
• 111! Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs! Daytona $159! Souih
Beacn$199! spnngbreaktravel.com
1-600-678-6386
Spring Break: Panama City, Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www.myspringbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

"He was looking for people
who really fit Into what he was
trying to do," Price said. "It would
have taken up a lot of time and
hours."
Which brings us to Whitefield
Academy, which was looking for a
new boyi' coach after going 0-21
two years ago and 7-13 last season.
Price got a phone call from tlie
girls' coach, Amy Helm, the
daughter of Dick Helm, an assistant in Cleveland when Price was
starring for the Cavaliers. She
wondered if Price knew of anyone who might be interested in

coaching an up-and-coming
program, albeit one that plays In
the lowest level of Georgia high
school sports, Class A. He suggested himself.
"There's a lot of NBA all-stars
that I wouldn't want coaching my
son or coaching at this scliool,"
said Barry Morris, one of the
school's founders and coach of
the team last year. "But Mark is a
fine person who just happens to
be an NBA all-star. That makes it
nice."
Price inherited a team that was
lacking in victories and experience, but had plenty of talent.

The younger Morris is one of the
top sophomores in the state, and
this year he was joined on the varsity by superb freshman Paul
Delaney.
The Wolfpack has been one of
the most surprising teams in the
state, finishing the regular season
21-4 and earning a spot in the
regional playoffs, which begin
Thursday
"I kind of knew we needed
someone to take the kids to the
next level," said Eddie James, who
is Price's assistant coach. "The talent is good, but it only plays good
if you've got top-notch coaching."

Help Wanted

For Sale

Services Offered

Personals

Help Wanted

Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rates. 354-8192 or icsOdacor.net.

Get S100-Order online from King
Buffet, Domino's. Papa John's, Marco's Pizza and more. 100th customer every week at Bowling Green
gets $100. www.campuslOOti.ppm.
Exp. 3/18/01.
Win $1000 for your
group or organization!
Email: tmbode8myexcel.com
for contest details

500 Summer Camp Positions-Northeast. 1-800-443-6428:
www.summercampemployment.com

Campus Events
Give Ibe Miracle ol Life, Donate
Blood. Last 2 Dayil Thurs.-Fri. «
Student Services Forum(Univ.
Bookstore). 11-5. Earn Spirit
points by donating or volunteering!

or college ranks. He spent a
dozen years living out of hotels,
eating room service and longing
for a chance to spend time with
his wife and kids. The couple now
has four young ones, two boys
and two girls, ranging in age from
2 to 10.
After retiring. Price spent one
season as a non-recruiting assistant at his alma mater, Georgia
Tech. working for his old college
coach. But Bobby Cremins
retired at the end of a mediocre
season, and Price passed on a
chance to remain with the new
coach. Paul Hewitt

Personals
LOST DOG
Male golden retriever
wearing black training collar.
Vicinity of South College.
Reward. 353-3734.

McKenna's Inn Bed and Breakfast
Valentine's Day Packages Available
Call Toll Free 1-877-410-5733
' mckennasinn.com"
MEDITATION GROUP AT THE
UCF COMMUNITY AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Led by Dr. Marvin Belzer, philosophy professor at BGSU. Beginning
every Friday at 6 pm. UCF is located
at 313 Thurstin (Comer of Thurstin
and Ridge). This group is open to
any person who Is Interested In
meditating with a group. Beginners who would like to learn how
to meditate are especially invited.
Scholarship Opportunities
for freshmen and sophomores
Enroll in Army ROTC and compete
for 3 & 2-year awards which cover
tuition, books & fees, + $200/mo.
for expenses.
Call for details 372-2476
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC
Tired of all the college stress?
Come to Big Playground this Friday
and discover what it feels like to be
a kid again. The fun lakes place at
10pm in the Rec Center and
includes bouncy boxing, dodgeball,

80s music and much, much, more!
For more information contact the

Wellness Connection at 372-9355.
Turning Points
An Informal Discussion Group
about eating disorders, weight
issues & normal eating. Beginning
Tuesday, February 20 (for 7
sessions) 10:30am- 12:00pm
To register call 372-2081.
Co-sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the
Student Health Service

Wanted
A<t> HOUSE STEWARD VI'
Looking for a |ob this semester? The
sisters of Alpha Phi have an opening
for a house steward. Please call
372-5209 with any questions.
A* HOUSE STEWARD A*
Need 2 Graduation Tickets. Will pay
$$ - Call 353-3563.
PUBLIC SECTOR
LUCAS COUNTY Management/Budget AnalystMonitors the financial condition & financial planning of designated departments; provides technical, financial & management analysis assistance to elected officials & county
agencies MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: Bachelor's degree in Business Administration, Public Administration, or closely related field & one
(1) yr. of relevant experience as a
management analyst or in budget
preparation & administration. Master's degree in Business Administration, Public Administration, or closely related field may be substituted. A
combination of six(6) months of relevant experience as a management
analyst or in budget preparation &
administration w/ four (4) courses in
a Master's program for Business Administration, Public Administration or
closely related field may be accepted. Experience w/ computer applications used in management & financial analysis. Valid driver's license
w/ driving privileges in the State of
Ohio. Salary range $35,796.80$43,534.40. Excellent benefits. Accepting applications/resumes will accepted until Friday, March 2,2001 at
4:30pm. Please send resume to:
Human Resources Department, Lucas County Commissioners, One
Government Center, Suite 890 Toledo, Ohio 43604-2259, Attn: LCOMB
EEO/AA/F/M/H/V

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-NE
Pennsytvanla(6/19-8/17/01). Directors for Gymnastics, Fine Arts,
Camping/Nature, Golf, Swimming.
Counselors for Tennis, Team
Sports. Ropes. Selt-Defense. Gymnastics, Aerobics, Cheerleading,
Swimming, Sailing, Water-skiing,
Fine Arts and Crafts, Piano, Drama,
Photography, Guitar, Video, Group
Leaders. On Campus interviews
March 30th. Call 800-279-3019 or
go to www.campwaynegiris.com.
Child Care Staff
Part time afternoon hours. Plan and
load activities for children in grades
K-6. Full time hours available during
the summer. Experience with children and good driving record required. Wage $7-$9/hr. Apply at the
Catholic Club. 1601 Jefferson Ave.
Toledo. OH. 43624. The Catholic
Club is a non-profit, United Way
agency, open to everyone.
COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF-GREAT FACILITIES-GREAT EXPERIENCE. CHILDREN'S N.Y.S. CO-ED RESIDENT
OUTDOOR SUMMER CAMP,
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS-2 HOURS
NYC AND ALBANY. WATERFRONT-CLIMBING WALL/ROPESCREATIVE ARTS. FITNESS INSTRUCTOR-ATHLETICS-MOUNTAIN BIKING.

June 23 thru August 19th
Mln. 18 yra. *
FAX (914) 693-7678
1-800-5S-CAMP2
www.kennybrook.com
Daycare/Preschool looking lor talented, take charge individuals for
our toddler & preschool units. P/T &
F/T hrs. avail. High school diploma
required. Call 878-4190 for more Information.
Dedicated, conscientious, detall-oriented person for part-time position
which includes extensive phone
work as well as updating and maintaining customer database. Will train
someone with a working knowledge
of computers and pleasant phone
personality. Great working conditions with flexible scheduling. Contact Lea Harper at 419-874-0800.

Administrative Assistant
Part time flexible hours. S7-S10 per
hour. Must have strong organizational skills, computer skills and
bookkeeping experience. Send resume/apply to the Catholic Club,
1601 Jefferson Ave. The Catholic
Club Is a non profit United Way
agency open to everyone.
Desk clerk/clerks needed for local
motel. Midnight-8 am shift, part -time
to full-time, must work weekends,
long-term position, $6 an hour. Inquire at Buckeye Inn 8-4 Monday Friday.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top rated boys sports
camp in Maine. Need counselors to
coach all sports: tennis, basketball,
baseball, rollerhockey, water-sports,
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative
activities. Work outdoors, have a
great summer. CALL FREE (888)844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE:

Ymw.campcedar.conV
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-Time, and Sub positions avail, ranging from 28 to 70
hrs. biweekly. Salary is $7.557hr. for
first 90 days, thereafter beginning at
$10.24/hr. based upon experience.
High school diploma or QED required: no experience necessary.
Positions avail, in Bowling Green
and Portage areas. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O E
Preschool Assistant Teacher
Part time afternoon hours. S7-S9 per
hour. Possible full time position for
the summer months. Must have experience working with small children. Send resume/apply to the
Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson Ave
The Catholic Club is a non profit
United Way agency open to everyone.
Purchaser Needed
Up to $12.00 an hour to start

419-323-9784
WEEKEND HELPI
Friday night, Saturday, and Sunday
Shifts available.
$7.50-$10.00/hr.
Renhill Staffing Services
353-1540

For Sale
1983 Ford 1/2 ton 302, at, ac, ps,
pb, am, fm, Michelm, good cond.
803 S Main. BG.

Management Inc.

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002

1989 Chevy Celebrity, very low
miles. Runs great. $750 obo. Call
372-1708.
1989 Volvo 740 GL. Good CondiaomAM/FM SterecA/OHeated

Seats. Cail(419)655-2364.

jirfEfcCA

[Look no further
than Kaufman's Sleakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia

zKawmmis
STEAKHOUSE

ni' i*ri'til loud is
urn lliinii Iml tin nil.

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown B G * 353-1361
illywoocl com

The Emperor's
New Groove
5:00

Babette's
Feast

G

7:00 9:00

Every Sat Midnight

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis. 1082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm.
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

/tfEgCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrm-.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Ili'in/Mtr Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
1 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St
1 bdrm /Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S400 - Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
White Castle - 610 N. Main St.
1 Bdrm/closc to uptown
starts at $320 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wciiet.org/--niecca
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HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 6X14558.
LOSE 2-200 . LBSI
Fast/Sale/All-Natural ALSO Programs for Athletes & Body-Builders!
This Ad • 15% OFFI CALL 330488-0447 or 1-800-554-7383.
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription & non-prescription.
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, & Serengetti
also avail. John T. Archer 4 Associates. 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502
Technics Dolby-Digital ready home
theater receiver AX 540,100 watt x
5 theater mode Dolby Pro Logic
surround. 2 yr. war., $150 obo. 3524452, or garyjebgnet

For Rent
•01-02 Houses. Apts., 4 Efficiencies
•729 4th St. 4 bedroom, C/A
'311 & 316 E. Merry, 2 bedroom Apt
'146 S. College, eft., ind. utils. W/D
'309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms Ind. utils.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
3 people wanted to sublease new
house on Scott Hamilton from AugAug. Call 372-4071.

Available Aug. 15th. 2001,
dose to university:
Efficiency Apt., $2507mo. * utilities
1 bdrm. apt. $300/mo. e utilities
2 bdrm. apt. $425/mo. * utilities
Call 686-4651.
For Rent, 1 bdrm. duplex. 2 Wks
from campus. Very private. Aug.
lease, 1 person. Call 352-9392.
For rent, furnished, large studio,
$285/mo., 192 1/2 South Main. April
1-Aug. 12. Call 373-0087.
For rent, small studio, $335/mo., an
util ind. A/C, quiet, avail, in March.
Call 354-6480.
For Rent-Summer 1 bdrm Apt, A/C,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, unfum., near campus. Cal 364-8920.
Houses for rent: All 12 month
leases, tenants pay utilities, security
deposit 4 parental guarantees.
233 W. Merry-Lg. 4 BR. $775/mo.,
available August 23, 2001
734 Elm-Lg. 3 BR. 2 bath,
$800/mo , available August 18, 2001
316 Ridge (Rear)-I BR, $350 available May 15,2001
217 S. College-3 BR, $650 available May 21, 2001
Phone 354-2854
Houses. 1, 2. 4 3 bdrm apts. beginning May '01. 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
Now Leasing W02
Georgetown Manor, 800 3rd St. 1
bdrm. & 616 2nd St. 1 bdrm. and efficiency. Can 354-9740 for more
Info.
Subieaser needed, Downtown BG
1 bdrm apl,starting in March,
$345 -deposit 345-4025
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•10 am until 2 pm-

Disney Internships.

Opening Doors Now.
HALT DISNEY UORLD* College Program
1628 E Wooster-Bowling Green » 354-2535 ,
Across from let BGSU Stadium

Open the door to your future with an
Internship at the Walt Disney World Resort.
Network with Disney Management. Make amazing
friendships. And earn crucial real-world
experience. The key to your future 1s now.

EARN EXPERIENCE &
A PAYCHECK!
Student Publications is now accepting
appUcali- cllof.a.-^ffiitffrMMt'etfMiHWti

Visit us at wdwcollegeprogram.com for
more Info. Then go to the presentation and
Interview for the Internship of your dreams!

3/01/01 6:00pm
01 scamp Hal) Room'113 "

\*J COLLEGE PROGRAM

Students must have cccflfWI commuifl cation
skills, be highly motivated and have own traafc
portation. The postton runs March-May.

wdwcollegeprogram.com

or

by 204 West Hall for an application,
mya at 372-0430 for more information.

